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Filmmaking For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2008
"I found Filmmaking For Dummies a thorough and informative read: a complete A to Z that demystifies not only production, but pre- and post- production as well. Stoller paints a picture of filmmaking so basic that you'd have to be not just a dummy but completely braindead if you're unable to make your own movie after closing the...

		

Greatest Guide to Photography: Because It's More Than Pushing the Button (Greatest Guides)Greatest Guides Limited, 2012

	Photography tips and advice to help you... + add wow to your images with simple, little-known techniques that change a good shot into a great shot + get pin-sharp, perfectly composed & correctly exposed images, time and time again + choose the best camera and identify only those essential accessories + take stunning portraits of your...


		

Canon 50D: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2009

	Now that you’ve bought the amazing Canon 50D, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera’s features to show you exactly how to use the 50D to take great pictures. With Canon 50D: From Snapshots to Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to...






		

Digital SLR Video and Filmmaking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Step-by-step guide for using your digital SLR to make quality video


	With digital SLR cameras becoming more and more popular as replacements for standalone video cameras, this book helps photographers become better videographers and shows videographers how to incorporate DSLRs into their work. The book includes an overview of...


		

Mastering Digital Photography, Second Edition (Mastering)Course Technology PTR, 2005
This isn't a digital camera book. It's a book about digital photography: how to take great pictures and make great images using imaging technology, while taking into account the special needs of digital cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the...


		

Nikon D7200 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your plain-English, full-color guide to the Nikon D7200


	Your Nikon D7200 comes packed with enough power to satisfy even seasoned photographers. Unfortunately, it doesn't come with an easy guide on how to adjust the camera's settings to get the photos you want. That's where Nikon D7200 For Dummies comes in!...






		

SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2009
SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled presents a direct trouble–shooting methodology for identifying poorly performing stored procedures and queries, isolating the causes of that poor performance, and fixing the underlying problems. Each chapter is dedicated to one of the top causes of poorly performing queries and shows...

		

PC Magazine Digital SLR Photography SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
 If you want to use your Digital SLR camera like a pro, let a pro (or two) show you how! Sally Wiener Grotta and Daniel Grotta have been covering the world of digital photography since 1991, and this book is like a private course in DSLR mastery. From understanding the parts of your camera to using the controls effectively to shooting stunning,...


		

Complete Guide to Digital Infrared Photography (A Lark Photography Book)Lark Books, 2006
Cameras can capture what the eye can’t perceive: the presence of infrared light. And shooting infrared (IR) with a digital camera makes it easier than ever to create distinctively dreamlike high-contrast black-and-white pictures. Using a wealth of stunning images, this thorough resource explores the technical and creative possibilities of...





		

Digital Landscape PhotographyFocal Press, 2009

	Photographing landscape with a film camera is different than with a digital camera. There are several books on the market that cover landscape photography but few of them are specifically for the digital photographer. This book is what you are looking for!

	

	Digital Landscape Photography covers:

	* equipment such as...


		

Getting Started with Camera Raw : How to make better pictures using Photoshop and Photoshop ElementsPeachpit Press, 2005
Not long ago the Raw format was limited to high-end digital SLR cameraswhich meant you pretty much had to be a professional (or at least quite serious) photographer to take advantage of it. Not so today. Now that Raw is included on even the simplest point-and-shoot cameras, shutterbugs of all stripes can start taking advantage of its greater...

		

Producing Video Podcasts: A Guide for Media ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2008

	Put the video podcast medium to work for you and your clients with a winning formula. Know how video podcasts work and every facet of what it takes to produce a professional-quality program that will meet every criterion for success. The authors are seasoned video production pros that have been on the crest of the video podcasting wave as it...
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